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Technology

Principal’s Report
The building program has been a massive improvement in the learning facilities for our students and
staff. I would like to acknowledge the significant effort that our staff member Michael Suckling and School
Council member Matt Row have put into ensuring that we have the best outcome possible for our school
community, and also for supporting me in the construction process. Our builders, TS Constructions, have
also been committed to ensuring a quality product and have been fantastic to work with. I know that the
lack of hard court areas has been a challenge for our students over the winter period, and I am so
thankful to see them now enjoying the spaces around the building and accessing the new classrooms.
Another wonderful achievement this year was our school production. With the theme around dementia
bringing a tear to the eye of many in the audience, it was a proud moment to have our students portray
the challenges of a loved one experiencing this illness with empathy, humour and music.
Our partnership with Burra Foods continues to flourish and, not only have their staff supported our
students this year, we have supported their executives to learn Chinese. This initiative came out of the
Broadening Horizons program in Year 8, where students identified this need and sought to develop a
solution.
Our teacher and support staff have again worked incredibly hard to develop our teaching programs and
create a positive and productive learning environment for our students. The School Council have
provided strong advocacy for parents together with myself and school leadership. In addition, this year
we have been so fortunate to have the support of a dedicated group of community members who have
been involved in a range of community engagement activities. On behalf of the school community I
would like to thank them for the energy and passion that they bring to developing the knowledge, skills
and capabilities of our students.

Assistant Principal’s Report
This year’s word should be ‘Innovative’!
Teachers, students and parents have had a variety of new experiences at KSC and we are very proud of
our achievements.
We have successfully started online continuous reporting to our school community about academic
achievements and Effective Learner Behaviours. Teachers are relentlessly designing learning experiences
to ensure students’ engagement is active. We have had more focus on our Instructional Model and added
some learning about Emotional Intelligence to our portfolio.
We now have a Community Parent Engagement group. A school cannot survive without the support of
parents and we are lucky to have amazing parents at KSC; Parents that are able to be hands-on with our
parent group and school council; Parents who show support when we contact them about their children;
Parents who contact us to discuss issues or concerns; Parents that attend events and other evenings
organised by the school. We are definitely the lucky ones.
We have a new building. A lot has happened with moving rooms and reallocations, but students and staff
have shown great resilience and flexibility. The new building is now being used and we have already
witnessed some effective learning , especially the cooking classes where we tasted delicious Baclava .
We have created unique programs for our students to apply and showcase their creativity. ACE
independent generated some wonderful projects and we are hoping to extend this opportunity within
other contexts of learning next year. We will see the birth of a new class where year 7, 8 and 9 students
will collaboratively learn and challenge each other.
All in all, 2017 was a year to strive for excellence and we stepped up to the challenge! Awesome work
everyone! Let’s get ready for 2018!

School Captains
Our wonderful Year 12 leadership team of
Captains: Fraser Boys, Deanna Chiavaroli and Vice
Captains: Jacob Lesjak and Alana Hanegraaf were great
representatives of our school. They worked well together
to change school uniform, alter valedictory, represent
student voice at school council, oversee and star in our
first school production (Deanna and Alana), attend

ANZAC day services and have a say in
the fit out of the new building. They
have left big shoes to fill for the 2018
team of Lachlan Snooks, Isabelle Mann,
Jayde Fox and Emmersyn Honan.

YEAR 10
WORK
EXPERIENCE

ENGLISH
Our Motto in English continues…English is all around us! It is an important axiom to remember for
students and staff at KSC. When we focus on our literacy – across all subjects the quality of our writing
and the pride we put into all our work, can only increase.
Public speaking competitions continue to be a draw card for
those students with strong public speaking skills. This year saw
three students enter the Legacy Junior Public Speaking Awards
and they performed admirably for their first efforts at the
competition. Morgan Anthony and Maddie Fletcher from Year
9, along with Tara Wilson from Year 7, all spoke brilliantly at
the competition and were highly regarded by all judges. Later
in the year, Joel Findlay, Connor Musslewhite, Eric Zubcic and
Fraser Boys all competed in Lions Youth of the Year which is a
combination of a 30 minute interview, written application and
public speaking. It was a huge effort by all boys with Fraser
Boys winning overall Lions Youth of the Year and Joel Findlay
winning the public speaking section of the competition.
Two students successfully entered the ICAS English
competition which tests students from around the nation.
Aaliyah Trevethan from Year 7 received a credit which placed
her in the top 13% of students in Australia while Ella Roberts
placed in the top 7% of Year 9 students in Australia. Ella also
won our KSC spelling competition this year, beating Daniel
Green from Year 12 and Lachie Snooks from Year 11. Well
done, Ella!
Many students also entered a range of writing and reading
competitions throughout the year and it was great to see
such enthusiasm for stories and poetry writing. It will
certainly be an area that we will encourage in future years.
Throughout all English classes, we strive to develop our student’s enjoyment and appreciation of
Literature and hopefully, this gives them an interest in books and reading as they move away from their
studies and into their adult lives. As a result, we hope they have the confidence to approach and tackle
new forms of books and writing, since they were exposed to a range of literature during their school days.
This year, students continued to study a wide range of novels, films, plays and short stories from all
around the globe and from different time frames and cultures. Reading programs continued to be in
place for junior students and text studies form a large part of the English curriculum at all year levels.

This year also saw quite a few exciting changes for the English curriculum
at Korumburra Secondary College. With the introduction of the Victorian
Curriculum, Stars and Cars at Year 7 and the Acer EWrite programs from
Years 7 to 10, the English curriculum is constantly adapting to meet more
of the challenges that our students will face in their future workplaces
and in further education.
Sadly, at the end of the year we say goodbye to Mr Justin Wong who will
be leaving us to teach in Melbourne and Mr Richard Morrison who will
be returning to Trafalgar Secondary College. These two teachers have
been an integral part of our College for the past 2 years and they will
certainly be missed next year.
Ms Sally Henry

MATHS
This year students in Years 7 and 10 have been utilising the online Mathematics’ program, Mathspace. It
integrates a fully functional e-textbook, with student work and ongoing assessments to provide an
individual learning program focussed on the Victorian Curriculum. The success of any mathematics
resource depends also on parental support on the home front. Encouragement of your child to discuss
what and how they are learning is part of their successful learning journey, as is consistently allocating
time for their daily reviewing of the work covered. The development of mathematical skills, like sporting
skills, requires ongoing practice.
Students were encouraged to participate in a range
of activities; including The University of New South
Wales ICAS and the Mangahigh Maths Super Hero
Challenge. The UNSW ICAS assessed students’
problem-solving skills and the students who
participate spanned over three-year levels with
Riley Olden and Connor Murrell achieving at Credit,
while Minh Hai Nguyen received a Distinction
placing her in the top 15% of the Australia. The
Super Hero Challenge provides students the
opportunity to complete maths based tasks and
games, while earning competition points for
themselves and Korumburra Secondary College. Of all the students who completed tasks and games, 10
of our students received medals for points they had successfully achieved. Of these students, four of
these students earned a gold medal; Jade Butler, Corey Whelan, James Sage and Zac Gray. Again, well
done to each of the students who received acknowledgements, as well as those students who
participated.
Korumburra Secondary College has committed to the use of Mathspace
for all Year 7 to 10 classes. It provides students with the opportunities
to work at their own level, with Victorian Curriculum from Grade 3 all
the way to VCE level mathematics. Being an online resource, students
can also access this via the personal computers, tablets and mobile
phones. Parents are also encouraged to register their details with their
child’s account, to assist with their child completing set tasks, revise
previous work and encourage further development and growth.
Finally, we encourage all students to continue their study of mathematics for as long as possible and to
the highest level of which they are capable. As a result, they will have many more options available to
them when they complete their schooling. Mathematical skills together with skills in science, technology
and engineering are becoming increasing valuable in the world of work that awaits our students.

HUMANITIES
It has been another year full of curiosity and wonder in Humanities at Korumburra Secondary College.
Students explore the essential studies of History, Geography, Economics and Civics. These areas span the
width and breadth of our complex, ever-changing world.
We offer rich, diverse units that teach the knowledge and skills outlined by the Victorian Curriculum. A
great achievement for staff this year was the collegial development of Common Assessment Tasks (CATs)
on Compass for the purposes of ongoing online reporting. Humanities staff worked hard to ensure the
smooth transfer of tasks across to this new system. It proved an opportunity to revise, refine and remodel
many of our assessments.
YEAR 7 GEORGRAPHY EXCURSION:
During August, Year 7 students had the opportunity to put their geographical skills into practice. Students
ventured to the Wonthaggi Desalination Plant, Eagle’s Nest and the Inverloch Foreshore to investigate
how the coastal landscapes have change. Students enjoyed the walk from the surf beach to Rainbow
Park; they particularly enjoyed having to “swim through the river.” Students were able to understand
how waves create different coastal landscapes and also to understand the impact humans have on the
natural landscape. A great day was had by all students and staff!
YEAR 8 MEDIEVAL OPEN NIGHT:
A highlight was the History Open Night. Students shared the work they
created on Medieval Europe with parents and friends. Student created
stalls, displays, dioramas, weapons, food and other wonderful things that
reflected their skills and understanding. Well done to all!
NATIONAL HISTORY COMPETITION:
A variety of students from across years 7-10 (Aaliyah Trevethan, Blake Webb, Poppy Clarke, Tara Wilson,
Michael Beech, Brock Duve, Patrick Boys, Max Slinger, Ella Roberts, Andrea Axford, Kaylah Thomas,
Morgan Anthony, Connor Murrell, Eric Zubcic and Zeth Austin) took part in the annual History
Competition. Special mention must go to Andrea and Ella (who received a distinction and high distinction,
respectively).
YEAR 10 COAL CREEK & INVERLOCH FIELDTRIPS.
As part of their Geography studies, Year 10s investigated the
towns of Inverloch and Korumburra and completed a “Two
Towns” comparative report. Students visited key sites in both
places and researched the different aspects that make each
town unique. Students conducted fieldwork observations at
Eagle’s Nest, Surf Beach and Coal Creek.
A DUGONG ADVENTURE:
Mrs Anthony travelled to North Stradbroke Island QLD for a research trip to study seagrass habitats. Each
day in the research boat, she travelled to shallow areas (depths of 4-8 metres) to collect sea grass
samples. This meant diving down to the bottom, grabbing a handful of
seagrass and sand and bringing the sample
back to the boat for analysis. The data was
then recorded onto marine paper. During the
trip Mrs Anthony connected back to classes at
KSC so they could see the experiments in
process and what it involved. Mrs Anthony saw
all manner of sea life and the contributed to
securing the future existence of the
endangered Dugong.

The Science department has had another busy and successful year full of
activities, events and excursions.
THE BIG SCIENCE COMPETITION
Students competed in the Australian Science Innovations, Big
Science Competition. This is an International competition that
allows students to challenge themselves. Questions are aligned with
the Australian Curriculum and test student’s critical thinking and
problem solving as well as their science knowledge.
Of the ten students that participated in the contest, two students were
awarded High Distinctions, three students received Distinctions and
one student was awarded a Credit.
High Distinctions were awarded to:- Joel Findlay & Andrea Axford.
Distinctions were awarded to:-Connor Murrell, Ella Roberts &
Avalon Bass.
Credits were awarded to:- Eric Zubcic.

NATIONAL SCIENCE WEEK
National Science Week gave a chance for
our junior science classes to participate in
some fun science activities. This year’s
theme was ‘Future Earth’.

The Year 7 students entered some
amazing displays in our ‘Future Earth
Competition’ and judging was very
difficult due to the very high standards.
First Place was Aaliyah Trevethan, Ayla
Fowler & Lily Lawrence. Second Place
went to Christian Butler. Tied for Third
Place were Poppy Clarke & Sophie
McKenzie.
Year 8 students were exploring sound
through experimentation. A highlight for
some students was to make four way
string phones. A little different to the
mobile phones used today!

Year 9 students went to Korumburra
Primary School and successfully ran a
Science expo. Grade 1 and 2 students
were treated to a range of engaging
science activities that were designed and
delivered by our students.
Science week exploded for the Year 10
students with a visit from a local
explosives expert. We heard and watched
some amazing BANGS, as water tubs
were blown sky high. From all reports the
students had a ‘blast’.

BURRA FOODS VISIT
Burra Foods engaged our year 7 students minds and provided an interactive presentation around how separation processes play a vital role in the
products they produce. After a short
talk it was all hands on as students
turned cream into butter.

GTAC EXCURSION
Year 12 Biology students were immersed in the world of
biotech as they examined case studies of positive change that
have emerged through application of DNA
technologies. They perform restriction digests
and gel electrophoresis to determine if the gene
for Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) has been
successfully inserted into a plasmid. They
transform E.coli so that it will glow.
ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS
HIGH SCHOOL INNOVATION
CHALLENGE
Five students from Years 9 & 10 completed a
three day Innovation Challenge at the
University of Melbourne. They were exposed
to multi-faceted engineering problems, testing
their ingenuity in developing sustainable and
feasible solutions. Problems explored the
social,
economic
and
environmental
implications behind technological innovations
and large-scale projects in the world.

ROBOTICS INCURSION
What a great introduction to Digital
curriculum for Year 9 students!
Students were guided through handson challenges with robots and
electronics – Lego Mindstorms.
Complex concepts were introduced
through practical
application. The
real world challenges engaged
students to design, create, evaluate,
modify, test and demonstrate their
robots achieving the set tasks.
Failure was the key to success.

STEM SISTERS EXCURSION
‘If you can’t see it, you can’t be it!’
STEM Sisters aimed to increase the awareness of
Year 9 girls from across Gippsland to opportunities
that exist in STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths). Allowing our girls to
make better informed choices to study STEM
related subjects.
Guest speaker Justine Barrett was inspirational. She
grew up in Yinnar and completed a Traineeship as
a Scientific Officer at Loy Yang A and then went
on to work at Monash/Federation University as a
Laboratory Demonstrator. Justine is currently
studying her Masters in Marine and Antarctic
Science in Tasmania and has been chosen as one of
80 women with a science degree to take part in the
second ‘Homeward Bound’ expedition to
Antarctica.

Korumburra Secondary College
Welcomes Chinese Sister School to South Gippsland
Opportunities to showcase our local community are precious, and recently Korumburra Secondary
College embraced the chance to share their local and surrounding communities with six visitors from
their Sister School located in Changshu, China.
This is the second visit made by the sister school in as many years, and the hospitality shared by the
schools community was inspiring. Students experienced local flora and fauna, breath taking scenery,
various sporting matches, a tour of Burra Foods, local primary and secondary education, as well as
sharing in the Australian way of life with a host family.
As our society becomes more global, it is experiences like this that connect our community to the rest of
the world, providing our future generations with the opportunity to embrace cultural diversity and
better understand the world beyond their own backyard.

‘Total Eclipse of the Heart’
was an original script written by Ms
Reymers, with a radical ‘throw back to
the 80’s’ music score penned by Ms
Handley, for K.S.C’s long awaited return to
School Production. An amazing cast, band
and crew worked tirelessly for months to
create the story of Mary: a young
grandmother who is diagnosed with early
onset dementia. Around 30 students and lots
of staff collaborated to produce what was a
fabulous three nights of performance. We all
wish to thank our sponsors: Alzheimer’s
Victoria, Korumburra Secondary’s Community
Engagement Group and Koringal Women’s
Service Club for their support of our
endeavours. The September Production
launched Alzheimer’s Awareness Month
promoting awareness and prompting
conversations in our community. We encourage all our
students to continue with their
passion for Performance Arts
and trust you all had as
much fun as we did
working with you. You all
absolutely
ROCKED!!!
Ms Reymers
and Ms Handley

Broadening Horizons

Being a productive member of your community and developing lifelong learning skills for the 21 st
century workplace. What does this mean and how can students develop these? Broadening Horizons is
an initiative for year 8 students to work in partnership with local organisations to understand how they
can bring about positive changes in their community. Some of the investigations this year have
included:

How to promote careers in the council at Bass Coast Shire Council.

How might shops relocating in Korumburra occur and the possible benefits.

How might Burra Foods develop induction videos for new staff.

Reviewing and exploring the camp opportunities at KSC.
The investigations allow students develop the work place skills including:





Teamwork and collaboration.
ICT skills, with Office 365, to collaborate and present.
Communication skills and networking with members of the councils and organisations.
Developing personal characteristics that students reflected in earlier ACE classes.

It is wonderful to see students engaged in long term projects that allowed them to take direction of their
own learning. This all culminated in students presenting their finding to industry partnerships.
Well done to all.

Bogong Camp

Another awesome week up at the snow – we seemed to be
blessed with the weather every time we go.
The journey started on Monday 7th August with a scenic route
through Melbourne and a traffic jam at Mt Beauty as we waited
for a land slide to be cleared on our way up the hill. The playlists
compiled by Tahlia and Jess created lots of 80’s singing from Mr
Morrison and Mrs Matthews, including Darryl Braithwaite, Cold
Chisel and other hits that really bought out the bogan in us all.
After arriving, we kitted out in our cross country gear and
checked into our rooms……45cm of powder the night before
ensured an awesome day ahead and you could feel the
excitement in the air – and the chill ….
Cross Country skiing was a winter wonderland, snow as far as
the eye could see. We laughed and played and jumped and
sank, as the sun shone on what felt like the top of the world.
We followed it up the following day with down hill skiing and
wombats ramble became a favourite with everyone – a couple
of kms of down hill gentle slopes to really build confidence.
An awesome trip of tired ski bunnies – congratulations to
everyone who went outside their comfort zone, tried something
new, learnt about sustainability and realised that we can think
globally while making a difference locally.

Year 9 Outdoor Education
Sailing at the Geelong Sailing School was a highlight for both
groups in Year 9 Outdoor Environmental Studies. All students left
the sailing school with an increased knowledge of the ocean and
specifically sailing. The amount of effort and enjoyment was clear
on the faces of all students who adapted to the changing weather
conditions and cold temperatures. The lucky semester two group
were fortunate enough to have a pod of dolphins swimming under
and around the boats. So close we could hear them calling each
other.

Both groups also practiced their camping skills with a sleep over on the schools grounds before heading
off to Newhaven for an overnight camp, stand up paddling boarding and a 14km coastal walk along the
coast at San Remo. The experience helped develop bushwalking skills and improve their cooking on
trangia stoves. We also visited the Penguin Parade to look at Ecotourism and how to support animals in
the environment.
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CAREERS
What an amazing year it has been to share the pathways planning journey with so many of our students.
Indeed, Careers is not just about finding a job, but chasing our dreams, realising our potential, making
informed decisions and managing the kind of life we desire.
Year 12—We started the 2017 Year 12 program with a ‘Dare to Dream Day’ down at Inverloch RACV
resort, where Luke came and spoke about choices to our students while past students shared their
secrets of success. This was followed with individual counselling on a number of occasions, visits to
Universities, speakers, jobs, newsletters, the Travelling Tertiary Information Service, Open Days,
strategies, parent information nights and lots of questions and queries from our students. At the time of
writing, VTAC Applications are in process Resumes and Letters of Application are being written, and the
last of the revision, work and study is being undertaken. As stated often this year, your ATAR is not the
measure of you, so do your best and take a deep breath. We look forward to sharing your news about the
next steps on your journey.
Year 11—Our Year 11s have been part of University Outreach Program this year with their knowledge
gained in Year 10 ACE and the visit last year to Federation University assisting them in planning for their
future. A number of strategies are being used to consolidate career planning in preparation for 2018
including; researching choices, VTAC, resumes, job hunting techniques. The students attended the VCE
and Career Expo at Caulfield Racecourse and had the opportunity for Individual Counselling as part of
their Year 12 subject choices. Many students took advantage of Open Day experiences to prepare for Year
12 and beyond.

Year 10—Year 10 students were able to use Lardner Park Expo, work experience and classed based
activities to find out about their pathway options. They attended Subject information evenings, and
course counselling ensured our Year 10s can keep their options open as they continue to explore their
preferred future. Students visited Federation University as part of the University Outreach Program and
sat in on a ‘lecture’ about Sports Tourism.
Year 9—Class based exploration of ‘Who Am I’, ‘Where Am I Going’, ‘What Would I like For My Future’
took place as students were able to use this to inform elective choices for 2018. Students were involved in
the University outreach program undertaking a range of activities designed to encourage regional
students to think about University. This work follows students to the senior school so that we can ensure
the journey of pathways planning is holistic.
Year 8—Through humanities, students participated in ‘The Real Game’ - learning all about the links
between careers, education and life choices.

Year 7—Through ACE, students start to gain an understanding of who they are and the link between their
interests and potential careers pathways in the future.
Jodie Matthews

This year the Advance class was super
organised and set off with their Duke of
Edinburgh plans in full flight. We had students
conducting activities with aged care, children’s
services, helping in Primary School classrooms,
baking, making furniture, gardening, looking
after animals, veterinary services, musical
skills, collecting food for the homeless, visual
communications, real estate, farming,
plumbing, supporting the local Scout program,
in addition to attending the gym for personal
training programs.
We had a great adventure in the city for camp,
with all students completing a number of
navigation activities across the 3 days. It was
great fun and many students learnt a lot about
themselves as team players.

Student Support
The Integration students have had a fantastic year in 2017.
The Year 7’s were very lucky on their camp at Grantville in Term 1, the
weather was perfect. According to Fin “The Leap of Faith” was one of
the best things on camp, “It was awesome”. They also had an
excursion to Inverloch and the
Desalination Plant in Term 3.
The Year 8’s went on camp to Merricks, however they were not so
fortunate with the weather but still gave everything a go. A highlight
was the tree climbing. The students were very encouraging and
supportive of one another as they all reached the top one by one.
The Year 10’s had the opportunity to go to Ayer’s Rock at the end of
Term 1 and into the school holidays. Holley really enjoyed this trip, she
even managed to fit in a helicopter ride. The Year 10’s have also
attended a few local excursions this year, which has assisted them with
their learning
All in all it has been a great year for the students both academically and
socially. They are all looking forward to going up a year level in 2018.

Canteen
The canteen has continued to provide a variety of healthy foods to the students and staff at very
reasonably low prices.
The canteen appreciates the small group of parent volunteers who come in on a regular basis to assist
with preparing foods and serving at recess and lunch time. Student and Parent helpers are very much
appreciated for giving up their time to help.
For the 7th consecutive year, several members of our school staff
lent a hand at the Strzelecki Lions Club Dairy Expo,
serving breakfast to participants. Thank you to the
Strzelecki Lions Club for allowing us to be a part of
this fantastic event, and for making a donation
towards the College
Thank you to everyone for supporting the canteen.

Linda & Maddy
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This year has been positive for Year 7 and Year 8 LOTE (Mandarin Chinese).
Students have explored units such as festivals, food and family, and have immersed themselves
in haggling, cooking and calligraphy. In Year 7 LOTE, students have made lanterns, puppets and
dumplings to demonstrate their understanding of Chinese festivals. When our visitors from
Changshu Foreign Language School arrived later in the year, the Year 7s also practiced their basic
conversation skills and showed them how to play some Australian sports. In Year 8 LOTE,
students have also trialled building a model house in the Chinese style. Special mention goes to
Max Slinger and Emilee Row who created excellent houses fused with Australian and Chinese
cultural differences. Our Year 8 students also had ample practice ordering their favourite Chinese
dishes from Rainbow Palace, and were rewarded with meals throughout the year.
Earlier in the year, a small group of students became language assistants to the staff at Burra
Foods. Staff members expressed an interest in learning Mandarin Chinese shortly after a Year 8
Broadening Horizons project in 2016. This year, students from Year 8 LOTE were involved in
correcting their pronunciation and explaining
etiquette. Of course, chopsticks races were also on
the cards!
Special thanks goes to Ellie Stewart, Grace Matser,
Zac Gray and Corey Whelan for their time and
dedication to helping our local community.
This year has provided a solid foundation for
learning Mandarin Chinese, and equipped students
for engaging with China next year and beyond.

Student Achievements
Alana Hanegraaf, (pictured on right) Year 12, won the Pierre de Coubertin Award
for 2017. This is given to a student who displays the Olympic Spirit.
Max Slinger has been awarded the Australian Scout Medallion.
Haley Amor has been nominated for a South Gippsland Shire Youth Citizen Award.
Minh Hai Nguyen, Riley Olden & Connor Murrell all received awards in the UNSW
ICAS Mathematics.
Jade Butler, Corey Whelan, James Sage & Zac Gray received gold in the Maths
Super Hero Challenge.
Alex Blackmore & Stephanie Hough both received Silver in the Maths Super Hero Challenge, while
Mitchell Rowe, Patrick Boys, Grace Matser & Joel Cuman received Bronze.
Morgan Anthony received the Japanese Year 9 Best Effort Award from the Victorian School of
Languages.
Ella Roberts received the Academic Award in German Accelerated 1 from the Victorian School of
Languages
Thanks to the students of VCAL Fabrication Enterprise 2017 (Tully Bernaldo, Reece
Stark, Jack Boston, Chris Matser and Brendan Jury) for their amazing building skills
and knowledge this year, in helping to construct two cubby houses. One cubby
will be donated to Korumburra Primary School and the other will be raffled to help
with costs for next year's VCAL projects. All building materials have been kindly
donated and sponsored by the help of Capeview Mitre10 Leongatha. Micheal
Suckling also generously supplied his time and knowledge to help with
construction and delivery, Without Capeview Mitre10, and Micheal’s help, this
project would not have been possible.

SWIMMING
Another brilliant house swimming carnival with lunchtime Karaoke from students and staff. Congratulations to
HOWITT house (GOLD) on their first win in the pool since 2001, breaking Macdonald's five year winning streak.
Outstanding individual effort by Sophie McKenzie smashing J. Goad's record from 1973 in the U13 breaststroke by
5 seconds!!!! Also well done to Eric Zubcic who broke Dylan Muir's 2006 record, again in breaststroke.
Congratulations to the following age champions:
U13 boys – Kodie Walker - Howitt
U13 girls – Sophie McKenzie - Howitt
U14 boys – Blake Webb - Whitelaw
U14 girls – Mackenzie Findlay - Howitt
U15 boys - Oliver McLean – McDonald
U15 girls – Madeline Smith - Strzeleki
U16 boys – Eric Zubcic - Strzeleki
U16 girls – Casey Walker – Whitelaw
U17 boys – Nicholas McKenzie - Howitt
U17 girls – Tiana Heylen - Howitt
U21 boys – James Downie - Howitt
U21 girls – Alana Hanegraaf - Whitelaw
Interschool swimming
A big day at the Korumburra Outdoor Pool for the interschool swimming.
Congratulations and thank you to the students that represented our college. It was a
great day of tough competition and sportsmanship between the secondary schools
of South Gippsland. Thankyou you to the many volunteers (mostly retired KSC
teachers) that give up their time to make these days happen. And to the parents who
come to support. Well done to our boys for coming second in the boys aggregate
and also to Eric Zubcic and Nick McKenzie who were age group champions.

ATHLETICS
House Aths
Again this year McDonald continued their winning streak at the House Athletics. Whitelaw were so close and led for most of
the day, but just couldn't hang on during the relays. Winning house captains Molly Hopkins and Lachie Snooks, both of year
11 were fantastic leaders and look forward to possibly being the first house captains to defend their title when they are year
12 students in 2018. Highlights of the day were Paige Mitchard and Josh Hill being crowned the champions of champions,
the fastest over 100m, with Paige winning this prize for the second year in a row. Also well done to Aaron Turton for
breaking the only record on the day in long jump, knocking off Jordan Grabhams record from two years ago.
Congratulations to the following who are the individual champions for 2017
U13 Kodie Walker (Howitt) , Tameah Beddegenoodts (McDonald)
U14 Aaron Turton (Whitlaw), Paige Mitchard (Strzlecki)
U15 Oliver McLean (McDonald), Madeline Smith (Strzlecki)
U16 Jordan Grabham (Howitt), Seanan Trewin (McDonald)
U17 Joshua Hill (Whitelaw), Tiana Heylen (Howitt)
U21 Jacob Lesjak (Strzlecki) Alana Hanergraaf (Whitlaw)
Interschool Aths
Congratulations to our interschool athletics team. While we didn't claim trophies, we had some terrific individual results, and
most importantly, everyone competed to the best of their ability in true sporting style. And, we had fun. What an awesome
group of students who represented our school in such a positive way.
Gippsland Athletics
A very competitive day of racing at the Newborough Athletics .
State Athletics
This year we had three students qualify for the state finals at Lakeside Drive in Albert Park. Ollie McLean in the 1500m, Jake
Anthony for hurdles and Alex Blackmore for discus.

Cross Country, Interschool & State

School Cross Country
Our House Cross Country was held in our school grounds yet again. We are lucky enough to have school grounds that are big
enough to hold such an event. Although due to the school rebuild the start line looked a little different. Again MacDonald
were the winners and the following students won their events.
Female age group winners: Alana Hanegraaf, Tiana Heylen, Paige Mitchard, Tameah Beddegenoodts, Madeline Smith and
Seanan Trewin.
Male age group winners: Ollie McLean, Jordan Grabham, Joshuah Hill, Jacob Lesjak, Aaron Turton and Kobie Walker.
Interschool cross country
Congratulations to our place getters today at the Interschool Cross Country. Also well done to the Under 14 girls who won the
team event.
Gippsland cross country
Great conditions for a fantastic day of racing at the Gippsland cross country finals at Lardner Park. There were a lot of
impressive runners out there today and KSC students showed they are up there with the best in Gippsland. Congratulations
to the under 14 girls who won the team event. All had an impressive run, with the first four members coming 3rd, 4th, 7th
and 9th in a sea of light blue over the finish line. Seanan Trewin also had a great race crossing in third place. Other impressive
results were Brad Monson 6th and Lachie Snooks 7th in the 17-20 age group, with still another year to complete at same age
group. Maddie Smith also qualified for the state finals.
State Cross Country
A freezing cold day at Bundoora mad it tough for all competitors. The Under 14 girls team came 5 th, an amazing effort in such
hard condidtions. We look forward to watching these runners over the coming years. Like the athletics the level of
competition is a big jump from the Gippsland level to state. I am sure all students were amazed at the speed of the runners
and learnt a lot.

TEAM SPORTS

Central Australia
This year 28 students from Year 10 and 11, Mrs Sorrell, Ms Parsons and Mr
Smith headed to Central Australia. There were many highlights including:
handling snakes and reptiles, viewing Uluru, Coober Pedy, Kata Tjuta
(Olgas) and walking along the rim at Kings Canyon. A numbers of students
also enjoyed helicopter flights, camel riding and quad biking. A great trip!

What are your thoughts on the new building?
“The classrooms look smaller but they look better than the old ones”
What do you enjoy about school?
“Minecraft at recess and lunchtime and electives” ,
How are you finding school?
“Boring, the best part about school is recess and lunch.”

What are your thoughts on uniform?
“We should be allowed to wear shorts, the dresses and skirts can get annoying”
What are your thoughts about the teachers?
“Some of them are really funny, they are really good at pushing us in the right direction.”
What are your thoughts on the new building?
“Excited about the new classrooms.”

I think that woodwork
is
most
student’s
favourite subject, it’s
certainly my favourite!
Beau Connell

- Katie Cronin Year 7

- Neil Clark Year 7

I wish the school had
more seating outside and
more sheltered areas
outside to go to when it’s
raining.

Woodwork
is my
favourite
subject.

Mitchell M.

Darcy

Woodwork is probably
the best subject around.
Ethan

The new building and classrooms are really cool …
I enjoy Lunchtimes because I get to hang out with my friends
and have time away from the classes.
I would really like to have longer lunch times and shorter class
time if possible.
C.S.

ABORIGINAL FOR A DAY: A CULTURAL INFUSION
This year the English and Humanities domains at Korumburra Secondary College facilitated a wholeschool ‘Indigenous experience’ with a focus on the history and culture of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people.
On August 2nd we warmly welcomed three members from the organisation Western Creation to KSC, for
a “Cultural Infusion”; Big Al and his two sons, Azza and Tristan (aka ‘Pancakes’). The day started with
traditional face-painting which helped us get into the true spirit of the program and be “Aboriginal for a
Day”. Students then broke into three rotating workshops that covered storytelling, history and culture,
Aboriginal dance and Art.
Our time together provided students with a unique opportunity to engage in the process of
understanding, learning, reconciliation, respect and recognition of the world’s oldest continuous living
cultures. But it was also hugely enjoyable, very funny at times and highly educational.
By far most the most important thing to come out of this whole day incursion - as Al made us so aware of
- was the idea that we must be proud of each other and tolerant of all people who are lucky enough to
call themselves Australian.
A big thank you to Melissa Neill for organising this wonderful experience.

VET

This year we had 23 students enrolled in VETis courses. Our students have been enrolled in a number of
different courses from make up, animal studies, carpentry, electrotechnology, horticulture and many
others. For the second year the South Gippsland Trade Skills Alliance held an open day for their 2018
courses. All our year 9’s attended and many are planning on completing a VETis in 2018.

Year 7

2017 has been an active and exciting one for our Year 7 students. The fun started with our school camp
to Grantville Lodge in February where our students got to know each other better through participating
in some outdoor adventure activities such as canoeing, hut building and completing a high ropes course.
They were also given a crash course in karaoke from Mr Cronin. Students have been involved in a broad
range of learning over the course of the year, from creating plaster fish in Art, baking muffins in home
eco, animal classification in Science, responding to social issues in ACE, exploring Chinese history in
Cultural Studies, to writing biographies in English; they have had a busy academic year.
We also had quite an athletic bunch of Year 7s this year, with numerous students representing our
College in athletics, swimming and team sports. Sophie McKenzie had some outstanding individual
success in club swimming and our Year 7 boys reached regional level in both basketball and netball. In
the Performing arts arena, it was pleasing to see several Year 7 students participating in this year’s
College production, ‘A Total Eclipse of the Heart.’ We had Jean, Angel, Shannen, Poppy and Katie all
involved in both performing and backstage roles. Many of our Year 7’s also took part in the ‘Turning the
Tide’ program run by the Phillip Island Nature Parks. This program looked at conservation issues at Phillip
Island and then developed solutions to environmental issues within our school community; the impact of
this program will be seen for years to come.
I would like to thank all year 7 students, their parents and teachers for their positive efforts this year. On
behalf of the Year 7 students, I would especially like to thank the Year 7 Mentors: Mrs Henry, Ms Hunter,
Mr Wong and Ms Hanley for their tireless work again this year.
I hope you all have a safe and restful Christmas!

Regards,
Mr Churchill

Year 7

Year 8

Year 8
2017 has been a year of exciting opportunities, excellent learning and fun for all year 8 students.
The ACE sessions saw students continue to lead both the college and the Gippsland region in the use of
Office 365 to develop their collaborative skills that will be essential in their future work and learning.
Their work on their Broadening Horizons investigations resulted in excellent partnerships and learning
with both Bass Coast and South Gippsland Shire Councils and Burra Foods. Great resilience has been
shown when dealing with the changes and challenges required to develop the technological skills needed
for the 21st century. There have been many highlights throughout the year in all areas of their learning and
school life.
The year 8 camp, to Merricks, saw students throw themselves into a whole range of activities, with
snorkeling and surfing being favourites. Excellent organization skills were exhibited, along with growing
independence. The tree climbing was an excellent metaphor for all students that needed to challenge
themselves to reach new heights and overcome their fears. Congratulations to all year 8 students
involved in college’s first performance, ‘Total Eclipse of the Heart’.
Year 8 attendance at the swimming and athletics was excellent, with fantastic performances from too
many students to name, with many going on to further stages. Well done to Alex for making it to the
State finals in shotput.
A big thanks to Miss Chen, Mr Santilli and Mr Wilson for their dedication as mentors to each class. A very
special thanks goes to Mr Stalker for his commitment to the high quality mentorship of 8A in both their
academic, social and emotional wellbeing. Mr Stalker’s passion and expertise will be missed by the year 8
team and college. Above all, it has been fantastic to see students work towards developing a positive
relationship with each other and their teachers, showing they are ready to move onto the new challenges
of year 9.

YEAR 9
WHAT A

YEAR!!!

Year 9

YEAR 10

Year 10

Year 11

2017 has been a busy year for the majority of Year 11
students. Some students chose a hands on and practical
pathway of VCAL whilst many others undertook the
challenge of a Year 12 subject. A number of students also
undertook VET courses and attended a TAFE or similar to
undertake a course or participate in work placement.

As part of the student’s pathways planning and as a compulsory part of the State Governments MIPs
program, students travelled to the VCE and Careers Expo held at Caulfield Racecourse. Students accessed
a range of public and private TAFES and universities. The Year 11 students found out careers information
and participated in a range of seminars. The day was extremely informative and proved popular with
the students.
In October, some Year 11 students were fortunate enough to visit the HMAS Cerberus training facility.
Each year, the Navy hosts a Career Exploration Day for students of Gippsland to investigate and get
hands on experience in the Navy/Defence Force. The focus is to engage and inform visitors of Navy's
purpose, the role of Cerberus as a training facility and member of the community, and provide a view of
what sailors do on a daily basis. The program was a fast paced tour of the base and training facilities;
designed to offer secondary students firsthand knowledge of Navy careers, training and
lifestyle. Students saw a variety of training facilities and demonstrations including Initial Recruit Training,
Engineering School, Seamanship School, and Firefighting Training. Students ate lunch with the sailors in
the Main Galley, and also visited their state of the art sports facilities.
The ACE learning Program continued again this year, focusing on what Year 11 said they needed more
assistance with – Positive Self Talk, Resilience, Goal setting and Time Management. Students participated
in each session with enthusiasm, and feedback was positive. A highlight of the program this year was
attending the “Courage to Care” travelling exhibition in Traralgon. This excursion examined issues of
prejudice, racism, intolerance and bullying, as well as standing up against injustice. A key theme of the
exhibition is that each one of us can make a difference. Another highlight for the year was listening to
Bec Slavin, talk about her life experiences as a recovered ICE addict.
Year 11 students also attended a driver education program - The RYDA Program is a one day out of
school program, delivering practical road safety information targeting attitude and awareness of young
drivers and their passengers. RYDA targets 16-18 year old students and includes six interactive sessions
delivered to small student groups covering topics such as: hazard perception, distraction management,
vehicle safety, stopping distance, fatigue and listening to a crash survivor about his experiences.
As part of the transition into Year 12, students attended a “Dare to Dream” day at RACV Inverloch. The
day aimed for all our year 11 students to aspire to be the best of themselves, develop resilience and aim
high for 2018. Students listened to Luke and Tess Holmes who spoke with the students on themes of
respect and community. Luke is an ex-student of the school and a Senior Detective with the Victorian
Police Force. Tess is a Criminal Lawyer and Prosecutor in Dandenong and equally as inspiring as she talks
about creating the life you want to live. Another session focused on yoga and stress management and
was run by Annabelle “The Yoga Specialist” from Inverloch. The Year 11’s participated in a 'speed dating'
exercise that focused on hearing the stories of our past students. The day finished with reflection and
focusing on creating a united, resilient group of students who will respectfully work with each other, the
teachers and the wider community to strive to be their personal best.
On the sporting field many students succeeded in a number of sports, such as netball and football,
athletics and cross country running. Well done to all who participated, at the interschool, regional and
state level representing KSC. Also, congratulations to students who succeeded outside of the school,
pursuing their individual sporting interests.
Congratulations to students, parents and teachers of Year 11 on making it to the end of 2017!

Year
11

Year 12
After almost 13 years in the Secondary School System, Year 12 can appear to arrive very quickly and many
students (and their parents) find themselves asking where the years went.
The same can be said for the speed at which Year 12 races by. It seems like yesterday that I was
welcoming this cohort to their final year of school way back in early 2017 and now it is time to prepare to
farewell them. Tempus Fugit!
It is a year of lasts, the last swimming sports, the last cross-country, the last school fete until finally it is;
the last day. As part of their responsibilities, the Year 12 take a very active role in the whole school sports
days. It is wonderful to see how the Year 12’s embrace these ‘Last time’ events by their enthusiastic
participation and organization of the other students, and this Year 12 group were no different in this to
the Year 12’s that preceded them.
Year 12, for the class of 2017, started in November 2016 with a new event on our calendar – “Dare to
Dream”. This day is designed to help our emerging Year 12 students set goals for themselves and to
realise that nothing is impossible – if you want it, you can make it happen. This event was rapidly followed
by the RYDA excursion at the end of the 2016 school year during head start.
From there the journey of year 12 takes its normal path. Of course there were times when we, their
teachers, would have wished to have seen just a ‘smidge’ more application here and there, but with such
a busy year both academically and socially, as many of the cohort turned 18 during the course of the year,
sometimes the pace just slackened off a just that little bit. The challenge of finding the work/life balance
starts early these days.
Our Year 12 Camp for 2017 took place at the end of Term 2. The VCE students spent this time visiting a
variety of tertiary institutions. Here they became reinvigorated to become more focused on their studies
in order to ease the progression from school into the next phase of their lives. The VCAL students who
attended this camp explored social diversity in the community as part of their personal development and
literacy programmes.
In Term 3, the students run their annual fete which helps them finance their final day excursion. The class
of 2017 ran a very successful and fun day. However they did not manage to beat the teachers in the
annual teacher/student Mat Ball match!
Term 4 is short, but the Year 12’s managed to complete their final school work and organise their final
day celebrations. It is interesting to see the personality changes that take place under cover of the
camouflage of fancy dress. Our final day is capped off with a game of laser skirmish in the country side.
For the VCE students, the next big event was the exams and for the VCALs the world of work awaits.
I commend everyone in Year 12 for the terrific efforts they have put in to ensure they have achieved their
very best and to thank the students for their maturity, leadership, contribution to the
College Community and for the care and support they showed to each other.
In particular, I would like to mention our School Leaders, Fraser Boys, Deanna Chiavaroli,
Alanna Hanegraaf, and Jacob Lesjak who took their rights and responsibilities very
seriously and never failed to do what was asked of them with
grace and maturity.
We wish each and every
one of the Year 12 class of
2017 success and joy in
what the future holds for
them.

Year
12
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Year 12

Name: Tully Bernaldo
Nickname: Don’t have one
Occupation: Landscaper
Likely Outcome: Landscaper
I’ll miss: Annoying the
teachers
Remembered for: Annoying
Mr McGrath
In 5 years: Fully licenced
Landscaper

Name: Fraser Boys
Nickname: Father of Rap
Occupation: Door to door
Mormon
Likely Outcome: Queen of
Israel
I’ll miss: Josh Hill
Remembered for: an efficient
rice harvester
In 5 Years: Mentoring
Educating Teaching HardWork

Name: Nicole Cain
Nickname:
Occupation: Receptionist
Likely Outcome: Working in
retail
I’ll miss: Seeing people
everyday
Remembered for: My sassy
& dumb personality
In 5 Years: Hopefully
working a stable job &
fulfilling my future

Name: Deanna Chiavaroli
Nickname: Dee
Occupation: Park Ranger
Likely Outcome: Australian
Prime Minister
I’ll miss: Mum making lunch
Remembered for: Being
Bossy
In 5 Years: Living at home
with 5 dogs, doing occasional
paper run & living off mum’s
food

Name: Courtney Clark
Nickname: Courtz
Occupation: Childcare
Worker & Photographer
Likely Outcome: Childcare
Worker
I’ll miss: Miss Burdett’s
Viscom classes & school
routine
Remembered for: Giving
everything a go

Name: William Downie
Nickname:
Occupation: Firefighter
Likely Outcome: Firefighter
or Army
I’ll miss: Free Periods
Remembered for: Not much
In 5 Years: Working, Making
money

Name: Calem Dunks
Nickname: Beetlejuice Green
Occupation: Federal Police
Likely Outcome: Maccas
I’ll miss: The carpet
Remembered for: The
dankness I brought to the
normies at this school
In 5 Years: Still at Mickey
Dee’s

Name: Alexandra Evans
Nickname: Alex
Occupation: Detective
Likely Outcome: Something to
do with law
I’ll miss: getting snacks every
time I leave class
Remembered for: going to
school for only 3 ½ years
instead of 13
In 5 Years: Smoothing a time
series plots using medians

Name: Kevin Farley
Nickname: Kev
Occupation: Cabinet Maker
Likely Outcome: Cabinet
Maker
I’ll miss: Seeing friends
Remembered for:
In 5 Years: Cabinet Making

Name: Jack Fowles
Nickname: Fowlsy
Occupation: Linesman
Likely Outcome: BP Console
Operator
I’ll miss: Talking about
teachers behind their backs
Remembered for: For not
remem … wait, what was the
question again
In 5 Years: Stay at home son

Name: Peter Gillin
Nickname: Salmon
Occupation: Heavy Machinery
Mechanic
Likely Outcome: Automotive
Mechanics
I’ll miss: Recess & Lunchtimes
Remembered for: Hopefully I
wont be remembered
In 5 Years: Finishing my
Apprenticeship

Name: Daniel Green
Nickname: Danny
Occupation: Neuroscientist
Likely Outcome: Neurosis
victim (ÂºOÂº)
I’ll miss: The teachers
Remembered for: Wearing
Gloves
In 5 Years: … School

Year 12

Name: Lucy Grieve
Nickname: Goose
Occupation: Interior Design
Likely Outcome: Retail
I’ll miss: Viscom
Remembered for: Not sure
In 5 Years: Further Education

Name: Alana Hanegraaf
Nickname: Lans, Lana
Occupation: Sports
Physiotherapist
Likely Outcome: Professional
Procrastinator
I’ll miss: Seeing my friends
each day
Remembered for: IDK, probs
for being in school production
& doing lots of sport
In 5 Years: Hopefully finished
Uni & will be travelling

Name: Kayla Harbridge
Nickname: Kay
Occupation: Nurse
Likely Outcome: Nurse I hope
I’ll miss: Hanging out with
friends & the supportive
teachers
Remembered for: My hard
work
In 5 Years: Graduated
University & working in my
dream career

Name: Mistee Henry
Nickname: Don’t really have
one
Occupation: Childcare or Vet
Nurse
Likely Outcome: Who knows
I’ll miss: Not a lot really
Remembered for: Have no
clue aha
In 5 Years: Waking up to all
my dogs

Name: Shannon Heylen
Nickname: Shan
Occupation: Lawyer, Police
Officer, Criminal Justice Work
Likely Outcome: Brain or
heart Surgeon
I’ll miss: Walking crowded
Hallways & Jack hammers
Remembered for: Always
being logical & Smart
In 5 Years: Where ever life
takes me

Name: Brendan Jury
Nickname:
Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I’ll miss:
Remembered for:
In 5 Years:

Name: Abby Kenny
Nickname: Abdul
Occupation: Professional Tuna
Fisherman
Likely Outcome: TV Sales
Consultant
I’ll miss: Mrs Graham’s
inspirational speeches
Remembered for:
Commitment to my Higher
Education
In 5 Years: Adopting 7th dog

Name: Cassy Kent
Nickname: Cass
Occupation: Surgeon
Likely Outcome: Fruit Picker
I’ll miss: Seeing my friends
everyday
Remembered for: Poor social
skills
In 5 Years: Picking Fruit

Name: Jacob Lesjak
Nickname:
Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I’ll miss:
Remembered for:
In 5 Years:

Name: William Lumby
Nickname: Willba
Occupation: Physiotherapy
Likely Outcome: Waterslide
Tester
I’ll miss: Mucking around with
friends
Remembered for: Being a
freak Athlete
In 5 Years: Traveling

Name: Brittney Macqueen
Nickname: B
Occupation: To sit around &
look good
Likely Outcome: Hairdresser
or Beauty Therapist
I’ll miss: High school is easy
like riding a bike
Remembered for: My long
acrylics & attitude
In 5 Years: Hopefully waking
up not hungover

Name: Jake Henry
Nickname: Tex
Occupation: Professional VB
Tester
Likely Outcome: Chippy
I’ll miss: John Wilson
Remembered for: Yeh Nah
not much
In 5 Years: Cracking a cold
one

Year 12
Name: Shania Norrey
Nickname: Shanya
Occupation: Nurse or Midwife
Likely Outcome: Janitor
I’ll miss: The fact that I’m not
actually funny, I’m just really
mean & people think I’m
funny
Remembered for: Exotic hair
colour’s and long ass acrylics
In 5 Years: Hopefully still
waking up

Name: Emily O’Brien
Nickname: Remy
Occupation: Artist or Linguist
Likely Outcome: Broke Art
student
I’ll miss: Viscom classes
Remembered for: Wearing
fake piercings & wigs to school
In 5 Years: Travelling

Name: Liam O’Brien
Nickname: Big Red Ranga
LoBsTeR
Occupation: Architect-Civil
Engineer, Personal Trainer
Likely Outcome: All the
above and more
I’ll miss: The teachers, staff,
friends & relationships made
Remembered for: Being
myself
In 5 Years: Uni studing while
also in an awesome job

Name: Ashlin O’Flaherty
Nickname: Sglin Shady
Occupation: Male Body
Builder
Likely Outcome: Rugby full
back competing in the 2020
Olympics
I’ll miss: Seeing my friends
everyday & the stylish uniform
Remembered for: Being a top
range academic student
In 5 Years: Lounging in the
Mediterranean

Name: Taiesha Post
Nickname: Teesh
Occupation: Chef or Air
Hostess
Likely Outcome: Chef
I’ll miss: Always seeing friends
Remembered for: The one
who was always sick
In 5 Years: Travelling

Name: Jodie Roberts
Nickname: Jodes
Occupation: Community
Correction Officer
Likely Outcome: Legal
Secretary
I’ll miss: My friends & Legal
Studies
Remembered for: Being loud
with my friends
In 5 Years: Hopefully
travelling

Name: Lochlan Row
Nickname: Rowy
Occupation: Landscaping or
similar trade
Likely Outcome: Landscaping
I’ll miss: Being with John
Wilson
Remembered for: Helping
push Mr McGrath into
retirement
In 5 Years: working as a
landscaper

Name: Thomas Rowe
Nickname: Romma
Occupation: Horticultural
Scientist
Likely Outcome:
Environmental Waste
Manager
I’ll miss: John Wilson
Remembered for: My English
speeches

Name: Reece Stark
Nickname: Starky
Occupation: Diesel Mechanic
Likely Outcome: Diesel
Mechanic
I’ll miss: The excitement of
going home everyday
Remembered for: Nothing
hopefully
In 5 Years: Fully qualified
Diesel Mechanic

Name: James Stylianou
Nickname:
Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I’ll miss:
Remembered for:
In 5 Years:

Name: Kierley
Waetford-Morrison
Nickname: Kyes, Kyza Sexy
Man
Occupation: NBA Model
Likely Outcome: KSC Janitor
I’ll miss: Loving compassion
from teachers
Remembered for: The kid who
barely passed but did it with
pride
In 5 Years: Rolling in $$$$ &
travelling

STAFF

FROM THE OLD TO THE NEW

